
Materials List & Instructions

Materials

1/4 yard Citrus-colored Fleece 
Fabric (yields 3-4 hats)
Felt: Moss Green & White
Yellow Embroidery Floss 

Tools

Sewing Machine
Scissors
Low-temp hot glue gun
Stretch Twin Needles
Sewing Gauge/Ruler
Sewing Pins

Citrus Baby Hat

Instructions

1. Gather tools and materials.

2. Following the directions on hat pattern: position, pin to secure, and cut hat   
 out of fleece.

3. Use template to cut out 2 leaves and stem from moss green felt.

4. Fold stem felt 1/3 of the way up, pin to secure (note-pins are not surfacing on  
 the top). Apply small bead of hot glue and fold top 1/3 over to create rolled   
 stem. Pro-tip - Permanent colored markers in matching color to felt will   
 easily cover up glue bits that show.

5. With right sides together, pin around curves of hat. Tuck in stem at top center  
 of hat.

6. Sew around hat, using 1/4” seam allowance.

7. Without turning hat right side out, fold up 1 1/2” hem and pin to secure and   
 turn hat right side out.

8. Replace regular needle with twin needle, add another spool of thread and   
 thread twin needles. Sew around hem with right side up. Remove pins from   
 back before they go under the pressure foot (if you hit one, it will bend and   
 ruin the needles).

9. Use template to cut blossom from white felt.

10.  Apply small bit of hot glue to tab of blossom. Form cone shape and attach to   
 other petal.

11. Apply a line of hot glue to leaves as shown, fold in half lengthwise and pinch   
 to secure fold.
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Instructions (continued)

12. Cut 24” of yellow floss, double up 2 times and knot the end. 

13. Apply a tiny bit of hot glue to knot and tuck knotted end into base of blossom.  
 Trim o� excess floss.

14. Apply small bead of hot glue to folded end of leaves. Attach one leaf to front   
 of stem and the other to back of stem. Apply small bit of hot glue to base of   
 blossom and attach to front of hat.


